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Short Messaging Services (SM5J is a mobile technology service that has not been 
thoroughly explored, within information systems research Studies and research in 
this area are nascent and rather focussed all mobile technologies, dijjilsion and social 
impacts. In this preliminary exploratory research study, we inwstigated the growth of 
8MS in three economies from a commercial, sOcia-technical view point, using the 
innovation-diffusion theoretical framework, Specifically, we hal/e hypothesised that 
SMS is an innovation thaI may have social impbcations over time in various 
economies, considering the high potential fO}' its applications such as SMS marketlilg 
among the demanding youth sector. We have drawn broad summaries fl'om thiS 
preliminary work to form the basisforfurther research. 
Keywords 
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Introduction 
Wireless data communications has been transformed over the past decade with 
innovations in mobile technologies as weU as the growing acceptance of its 
applications. As of August 2003, there were about 1.3 billion mobile users globally 
(CellularOnline 2003) relatively distributed as in Figure 1. 
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Figllre 1: Global distriblltiol/ 0/ mobile subscribers 
Source: http://www.cellular.co.zalstatslstats.mainhtm 
700 million mobile users worldwide sent an average of 20 to 30 billion short 
messages every month in 2001 (Xu et a1. 2003). According to one of the scnior 
business consultants of Nokia networks, a pioneer in mobile technologies, one of the 
major markets for SMS is the person-to-person (or p2p) messaging among teenagers 
(Whittington, 2001). A survey conducted in 2001 on mobile usage in 6 countries by 
Nokia (Rao 2001) revealed the following statistics. 
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Table 1: Alobile usage ill 6 COlli/fries 
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In the survey, the individual SMS users fall into three categories such as phonaholies -
people who cannot live without their mobile phones~ enthusiasts - keen advocates of 
SMS; pragmatists or people who use SMS only as a basic tooL P2P messaging was 
strong among Asian consumers while business applications for example via 
Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) - were found to be strong in the USA. According 
to Rao (2001).To date, SMS is most popular among the youth population with its P2P 
messaging services (Murali 2002, Buckingham 2002),SMS is experiencing rapid 
growth due to the low cost of messaging, case of use in noisy environments, 
unobtrusive communication during meetings, communication options during urban 
traffic gridlocks and long train commutes, roaming agreements across nations and the 
proliferation of premium services such as downloadable ring tones, news alerts, sports 
scores, stock updates and targeted advertisements (see also Thomas 2002). 
Wilhelmsson (2002) points out that SMS is a great example to demonstrate that value 
added services are not centred on inherent mobile distribution limitations such as 
speed, screen size of the phone, device perfonnance or bandwidth. Sending batches of 
160 characters at the speed of 300 bps is not really considered interactive or 
multimedia, yet aU GSM markets are sho\\ing exponential growth in SMS traffic; 
youth segments in some Nordic countries evcn spend more money on SMS than voice 
(Xu et at. 2003). As early as April 1999, the EO reached one billion short messages 
per month, with Germany taking the lead of 200 million per month. The GSM 
association announced in December 2000 that there were around 15 billion SMS 
messages sent across the world's GSM networks during the year (M2 
communications 2001). According to Rao (2001) the Phillippines lead in the Asia 
Pacific with an average of 336 SMS messages sent per month per user, followed by 
Singapore (75), Australia (42), South Korea (27), Malaysia (24), Taiwan (12) and 
Thailand (3). As pcr GSM association statistics, there were 24 billion SMSs sent per 
month in 2002 and the forecast was 360 billion worldwide in 2002 (GSM World 
2002). 
Forrester marketing believcs in the powcr of SMS for marketing. Of the direct 
markcting people polled by Forrester, at least 21% used SMS marketing occasionally 
(SMS 2002). With some markcters devoting some 7% of their budgcts to SMS 
marketing, it is here to stay. In a survey conducted of 200 European direct marketers, 
it was found that 21% used SMS marketing at least occasionally, 12% had attempted 
to use it and 5% were expected to devote 7% of their budget to SMS marketing 
By the end of 2001, over 90 percent of economies in the world had a mobile network 
in place and 97 countries had more mobile phones than fixed telephone subscribers 
(lTV 2002). According to statistics, 51% of the world's phone owners were mobile 
phone subscribers and almost one in every six world inhabitants had a mobile phone 
as of 2002 (lTV 2002). In the early 1990s, where a mobile phone was still perceived 
as an optional extra or luxury - mobile communications were targeted at business 
consumers (ITU 2003). But with subsidy of handsets, lowering of tariffs and 
introduction of prepaid models, the mass market diffusion of mobile phones is fast 
becoming a reality. The mobile phone, considered a very personal device, is 
becoming very popular in many economies as it facilitates location independence 
(Paavalainen 2001). 
Many (Paavalainen 2001, Keen and Mackintosh 2001) have commented that 
innovations in mobile communications, is driven by the youth market. lTU (2003) 
supports this theory by suggesting that the onset of prepaid mobile plans attracting 
young people with low budgets and parents who wish to remain ill control are perhaps 
the main drivers in mobile diffusion. Further, the ITU report suggests that with 
lowered tariffs and liberalisation, mobile communications are unfolding their potential 
for developing economies where waiting period for fixed lines is high; cost for 
infrastructure layout is almost unrealistic and rural access to telecommunications is 
still an issue. In contrast, alternative access (bypassing fixed lines) and international 
roaming facility seems to be driving the mobile diffusion in developed economies 
(lTV 2003). 
Keen and Mackintosh (2001) argue that mobile technologies by themselves are 
evolving slowly, but they arc not restructuring the way of life as such. However, the 
so called value added service technologies such as the simple messaging system (short 
message service or SMS) on digital phones have transfonned the way of life in many 
countries among social groups such as teenagers (Wilhelmson 2002). With a fraction 
of the cost of a phone conversation, it has given birth to a whole new SMS culture 
which is the wireless equivalent to chat rooms and email (Yahoo! Mobile India 2002). 
It is claimed that in the UK, smoking rates among tecnagers has dropped significantly 
because they prefer to own a mobile phone to send short messages (Kecn and 
Mackintosh 200 I) than to spend money on cigarettes. 
SMS was a new technology that was introduced as a second generation data service 
for mobile communications. Paradoxically, the popularity and acceptance of this 
technology is alleged to have delayed the migration to third generation mobile 
technologies and applications (lTU 2003). The premise of our study is set in the 
dynamic mobile environment, where SMS is assuming new dimensions with the 
underlying technological migrations, in three disparate economies - Australia, 
Geonany and India - specifically chosen for their growing SMS volumes. During the 
course of our study, it was found that SMS is beginning to impact the social fabric of 
all three economies. 
Context 
SMS is one of the most remarkable success stories in the world of data 
communications (Rao 2001). There were 366 billion SMSs sent globally in 2002 
(CellularOnline 2003). SMS was an accidental success that took ncarly everyone ill 
mobile communications industry by surprise (Yahoo!India Mobile 2003). A reported 
(Porapudas, 2002). As Xu et a!. (2003) comments, SMS seems to offer great 
commercial value to marketers. 
According to Yahoo! India Mobile (2003) SMS is one of the few services in 
consumer history that has grown very fast without corresponding decreases il1 pricing. 
For example, price reductions in the cost of mobile phones and phone services have 
led to an increase in mobile usage. Whilst these factors have helped to bring the 
younger generation to the mobile market, the price of SMS has remained much the 
same or increased because the networks were having trouble handling volumes of 
messages being sent and dared not reduce prices (YallOO! India Mobile 2003). 
According to the AT Kearney report (Mobinet Index #5 2002) SMS will continue to 
grow with penetration levels ranging from 550/0-75% in Europe, Japan and Asia while 
North Amcrica lags behind due to limited neh .... ork service interoperability. The 
primary users of SMS remain the youth between the age of 19-34 (Mobinet Index #5 
2002). 
Before we dwell into the exploratory investigation, in the next section we attempt to 
define SMS and place it into the context of our study. 
DefiningSMS 
With all new technologies, the first to come is acronyms, hype and then the 
applications and services (Wilhemsson 2002). Instant messaging was originally 
developed as a way to chat over the Internet, with others sharing similar interests 
(Sayer 2001). SMS as a mobile instant messaging service was created as a GSM 
Phase I standard (Buckingham 2000). However, since then it has been adopted as a 
cost effective way of communicating with distant offices close to real time by 
businesses. Keen and Mackintosh (200 I) defines SMS as the simple messaging 
service while the most commonly accepted tenn is short messaging service. The 
Hindu (Murali 2002) online publication points out that most users of mobile phones 
refer to SMS as a process of sending short messages from one mobile phone to 
another, usually not longer than 160 characters when Latin alphabets are used or 70 
characters , .... hen using Arabic or Chinese (Yahoo! MobileIndia 2002). In Japan, SMS 
is also known as short mail service (Xu et al. 2003). 
The short messaging serviC<l is the ability to send messages to and from mobile 
devices (Buckingham 2000). The first short message is believed to have been sent in 
December 1992, from a PC to a mobile phone over Vodafone neh>/ork in the UK 
(GSM World 2003a). The simple consumer applications include: P2P messaging, ring 
tones, voice and fax mail notifications, prepayment, chat, information services, 
Internet email alerts and unified messaging. The corporate applications include: 
corporate email, remote monitoring, electronic commerce, mobile banking, customer 
service, job dispatch, remote point of sale etc (GSM World 2003a). Xu et al. (2003) 
classified mobile communications based on underlying technology platfoons such as 
Wireless Application Protocol (W AP), i-mode or General Packet Radio Service or 
GPRS; and text based technology or short messaging service. SMS is known to have a 
simple user interface, unlike the WAP's rich Web like interface. 
It is known that every new generation needs a new technology that it can adopt as its 
own to communicate. It is said that paradoxically, it was because SMS was so very 
difficult to use that young pcople were determined to overcome the interface and 
other issues (Keen and Mackintosh 2001). On the other hand, adult authoritative 
figures were unlikely. unable and unwilling to use this service. A whole new alphabet 
emerged with abbreviations such as 'C U' and with the introduction of emoticons [©] 
to reduce the abruptness of the medium, in addition to indicating the mood of the 
person (Yahoo! India Mobile 2003) SMS became highly popular among the youth as 
it offered a new degree of freedom or rather a new dimension to adventurous youth 
(Rao 2001). 
A closely associated service to SMS is the Multimedia Messaging Services or MMS 
(GSM World 2003b) which allows multiple media in a single message -to be sent to 
multiple subscribers. Specifically, it is a store and forwarding mcssaging service that 
allows mobile subscribers to exchange multimedia messages with other mobile 
subscribers. As an evolution of SMS, it supports text, picture, audio and combinations 
of all three (GSM World 2003b). Rao (2001) argues that MMS will draw heavily on 
the success of SMS in the mobile market. However, MMS content drawn straight 
from the Web could create new challenges due to the small screen size of mobile 
devices and hence new content management services based on XML technologies 
would be required (Porat 2001). 
MMS is expected to create unified messaging services due to the convergcnce from 
the Internet side - i.e instant messaging, email and telecom side ie SMS, voice mail 
services in the 3G world. Together with SMS, its successor, MMS, is expected to givc 
the new 3G networks a major boost in the fonn of strongly needed business models 
and utilize synergies with the Internet (Rao 2001). According to the AT Kearney 
report (Mobinet Index #5 2002) MMS continues to grow across the globe but demand 
for 'first generation' services such as ring tones and logo downloads is being replaced 
by more robust infonnation and interactive services such as news and voting. 
Although there seems to be premium priced packages available for SMS and MMS, 
consumers appear very sensitive to pricing and therefore, only Japan has managed to 
create a user-driven demand for premium paid serviees (Mobinet Index #5 2002). 
Methodological Framework 
We have chosen the underlying philosophy of post-positivist critical realism - where 
an attempt is made to explain behaviours on the basis of observable facts and 
preliminary inferences from these observations (Ticehurst and Veal 2000). Unlike the 
ultimate positivists who believe in discoverable reality through scientific empirical 
research and conclusive deductions (Blaikie 1993), our study is leaning towards this 
novel approach (Trochim 2002) where it is suggested that all observations are fallible 
and therefore, may need to be revised periodically. The preliminary findings reported 
in this paper may need to be reviewed on a periodic basis given the exponential 
growth of mobile communication technologies and the subsequent variations in SMS 
features and applications. 
Therefore, a 'common sense' based. inductive reasoning was used rather than 
conclusive deductive reasoning for analysing the findings. Given that our research is 
exploring an evolving phenomenon of SMS in the dynamic mobile environment, this 
approach was suitable for rcponing the preliminary findings as well as defining a 
future framework. 
SMS in Australia 
Australia has 60% mobilc penetration within the counlly (Zdnet Australia 2002). 
There is a growth prospect for at least a few more years before it reaches a saturation 
point for approximately one million users. The major network providers include 
Vodafone Pacific, Optus and Telstra. Table 2 provides the spread of mobile 
subscriptions betwccn these major network providers (CellularOnline 2002a). Orange 
(Hutchison Telecom) is not part of this study because the Orange operation has been 
transferred to Optus and the new "3" 3G service has not reached a representative 
market penetration. As of July 2001 there seem to be a marginally higher number of 
mobile phones compared to landlines in Australia ie 10.6 mobiles vs 10.2 landlines 
(Sowunmi 2002). 
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Table2: Spread o/Mobile subscriptions ill Australia based on lie/work providers (February 2002) 
Ericsson Mobile Australia (Zdnet Australia 2002) argucs that consumers need valid 
reasons to upgrade to new phones in a country with low density living. Sowunmi 
(2002) predicted that over 2 billion SMS text messagcs will be sent in 2002 within 
Australia. A third of mobile phonc users in Australia had used SMS as at July 2002 
(Mobile Youth 2002) and there were more than 250 million SMSs sent, by Octobcr 
2002 (W2F 2002). Within Australia, the cost of sending SMS averages at 20 cents 
(Le. USD 0.12). 
Nathen Rosenberg of Virgin Mobile (an Optus Service Provider) in Australia 
conflrms that 95% of the SMSs are personal (Mobile Youth 2002) and majority of the 
users arc teenagers with parents paying the bills. Usage peaked on Friday nights when 
people (mainly youth) arranged their weekend schedules (W2F 2002). According to 
the AT Kearney report, SMS has increased by 10% since January 2002 and there was 
20% increase in SMS usage by 35~54 year olds; 14% increase in usage by 55-64 year 
oids and 14% increase in usage by 65 year oIds and above (Sowunmi 2002). 
There seems to be an increasing number of middle aged Australians embracing the 
use of SMS perhaps due to the fact that interconnection between the network 
providers is now possible after a long 7 year waiting period. 111is meant that SMSs 
could be sent behyeen the nehvorks (Sowunmi 2002). In 2002, a poll by ZDnet 
Australia revealed that only 41 % of the respondents had used SMS for special 
occasions such as birthdays or sporting events. However, Optus experienced 10 
million messages on the New Year's Eve alone. In an attempt to encourage SMS, 
carriers and device vendors are teaming together to offer infonnation and special 
images for events such as Mother's Day (iTouch 2002). There are also messages 
aimed at the Tolkien fans, sports fans and astrology buffs from Vodafone (Zdnet 
Australia 2002). 
Although initially a popular student or teenage fad, SMS is no longer a catch up for 
dance parties. According to Jerry Smith - Intcractive Managing Partner of 
OgilvyOne, McDonalds in Australia has effectively used permission-based SMS 
marketing to promote incremental sales during lean periods (Rao 2001). Monash 
.~-----------------------, 
The main driver in our study was the relative lack of synthesised empirical findings in 
the area of SMS diffusion and its relative social implications. Although there are 
studies relating broadly to the social impact of mobile communications as such (Geser 
2002), research specific to SMS and its socio-economic implications (see for ex Xu et 
al. 2003) is still nascent, especially at a cross-cconomy comparative level. However, 
we hypothesised that mobile phone diffusion provided a basic framework on which 
the SMS impact could be studied. One oftbe latest research studies on SMS diffusion 
(Xu et at. 2003) indicatcs that mobile penetration and competitive environment of 
lleh\'ork providers have an impact on SMS as such. We have endeavoured to 
incorporate such indicators whercver applicable within this research framework. 
Many authors (Jarvcnpaa 1991; Neuman 2000) have recommended exploratory 
studies, where there is a lack of information or relatively less valuable infonnation to 
extrapolate or draw infercnces from. SMS being a dynamic and evolving concept 
warranted an exploratory study for deriving insights into the phenomenon and for 
advancing knowledge using further methods (Javernpaa 1991). Synthesising data 
from secondary sources and analysing it to make inferences has been an 
acceptcd/endorsed method in exploratory research (see Jarvenpaa 1991; Neuman 
2000). Given the dynamic nature of this topic, the research has been drawn from 
recently published conference proceedings, nev·,' joumals, statistics, panel reports, 
white papers and research in progress. 
To derive mcanings from our research, the analysis of the research data was 
conducted using the major elements that constitute the innovation-diffusion (Rogers 
1960) theory namely: 
Innovation - or the idca, practice or object that is perceived as new 
o Social system ~ which is defmed as a set of interrelated units 
• Communication - a process in which the social group creates and shares 
information 
o Time - taken in diffusing the concept 
Our discussion that follows empirical research synthesis takes into account these 
clements and analyses SMS as an innovativc concept. For observation sam pic, we 
chose major network providers (who were also found to be SMS providers in the 
respective economies) and statistical evidence of mobile penetration. Thc discussion 
and conclusions from this research would form a basis for a future framework that 
facilitates further research from an academic point of view and one that offers some 
pointers for businesses - especially network providers in the respective economies. 
We have chosen Australia, Gennany and India - three disparate economies in terms 
of socia-economic environment, yct very similar in SMS growth. The limitations in 
our study are that the population using SMS may be small considering overall 
popUlation and penetration rates of mobile/SMS may be comparable across 
economics. However, these limitations lent themselves to revealing insights about the 
social implications of SMS within the economics that may be useful for academia as 
well as businesses/forums involved in this evolving area. 
University has successfully done exam result notification via SMS (Rao 2001). 
DriverSMS, a division of Australian owned WAM communications group, released a 
service that allows verhicie owners to contact one another using SMS (Bellamy 
2001). The service uses registration numbers as a unique means of identification and 
enables its customers to receive and send real time SMS messages to any registered 
vehicle owner in Australia (Bellamy 2001). 
In comparison, MMS has received a lukewarm reception from mobile users as they 
waited for inter-carrier agreements for mobile phone picture messaging. By 
November 2002, these agreements werc imminent, giving a boost to the sceptic 
Australian mobile users (MobileYouth 2002). Some analysts are sceptic about the 
youth market embracing MMS, as the new handsets which support picture messaging 
mostly retail more than USD 500. However, it could be argued that that the package 
deals or contracts offered in Australia are very attractive to youth population with 
some phones offered for free. There is also a significant intemational student 
population, from Asia, within Australia who falls in the target segment of youth 
group, with trendy yet cheap new handsets sourced through Asia (Mobile Youth 
2002). 
In contrast, there may be real potential for SMS applications in the rural Australian 
context. Over the harvest period when growers work long hours, instead of reading 
faxes now grain prices that need to be locked in are informed. on SMS. Jenkins (2003) 
comments that SMS is replacing fax as the best way for growers and sales 
representatives out in thc country. With more wine growers carrying mobiles and 
networks in place in the rural areas, SMS allows sales representatives and growers to 
be reached directly to be updated on pricing. Using a Telstra supplied senrice, the 
Elders Stores in Wycheproof Victoria store sends SMS to customers, staff and other 
Elders Stores from a desktop PC (Jcnkins 2003). 
SMS in Germany 
Gennany has a tradition of high mobile communication percentage in the world, but 
the market penetration during the years of 1998 to 2001 has been unprecedented. 
During these years the 4 Gennan nehvork providers DJ t~mobile, Vodafone D2, e-plus 
and 02 (fonnerly Viag Intercom) havc experienced a record jump to 56% of 
households using mobile phones with more than 80% users in the 20-35 year old 
bracket (Statistisches Bundesamt 2002). Thcre is still scope for further sales but with 
the recent global economic situation as well as 3G being just round the comer, thcre 
has been a slow down in growth. Gennany has a large number of service providers 
reseUing services for all networks except 02. We are however restricting our research 
to the network providers with an average cost of USD 0.20 per SMS. 
TabId: 
Spread o/A1obile subscriptions ill Gerowrl)' based ollllehrork providers 
as 011 November 2001 
According to the AT Kearney Report (Mobinet Index#5 2002) around 75% of mobile 
phone users usc SMS at least once a month. Within the age group of 14 to 19 year 
olds more than half are sending more than one SMS per day (Earsandcyes Web-
Research 2000). The total number of SMS messages has wcll passed the 5 billion a 
year mark in 2000 and was expectcd to rise even further. This trend has not been 
affected by a recent price rise for the SMS within all German neh\'orks which in some 
instances nearly doubled the cost of sending an SMS (Earsandcyes Web-Research 
2000). 
The structure of payment for SMS is such that most parents pay for their children and 
therefore the actual price of the individual SMS seems to have little bearing on the 
sender. There have however been reported cases of youth getting mobile bills of up to 
USO 6,000 (Fiutak 2002). The mobile phone has risen to a status symbol and the use 
of SMS is becoming an increasingly important way to communicate with peers. The 
majority of SMS messages scnt are of a personal nature. Thcy are mostly used to scnd 
greetings, locations and love messages to friends, and partners sometimes using the 
SMS service as a means of control (Fiutak 2002). 
However the notion of SMS marketing is slowly evolving within the economy dcaling 
with the "SMS Generation" with TV stations such as VIVA or RTL targeting youth 
with SMS competition or SMS mailing lists for news and promotions (SevenOnc 
Media 2001). Viva, a Gennan music cable channel has recently launched a 
competition for modelling with entries by SMS only. Interested people had to come 
up with a phrase to make them interesting and had to send it to the sponsor by SMS. 
This was used as an early assessment of creativity in choosing appropriate candidates. 
As in many other economies, SMS has created a whole new language that has reached 
a level of code to make it difficult for parents to understand the conversation of their 
children (Instituts flir Jugendforschung 2001). Setting an exanlple for children is 
increasingly difficult as the SMS situation is translating to a similar pattern as 'not 
eating in front of the television' (Instituts fur Jugendforschung 2001). The ever 
present, any time SMS communication has had an impact on behaviour patterns of 
youth as well as the nonnal ability for them to communicate. 
Further, there have been concerns raised on the impact mobile phones and SMS have 
on relationships (Baumalffi 2000). The population as such feels safer and there is a 
sense of control/privacy felt with the welcoming distance created by SMS. The notion 
of control is from the fact that a message may be delivered to a person whom you do 
not want to reach in person. Although depending on personality types and 
relationships involved, there are concerns raised on the implications of SMS 
(Baumann 2000). For exanlples, relationships that are built on voice communication 
is breaking down and SMS is seen as a weapon to create the distance. Some 
personality types prefer the distance while others resent it, creating conflict in 
otherwise nonnal relationships. 
SMS in India 
The number of mobile network providers is organized by licensed circles i.e. every 
region is licensed for an average of 4 service providers (Ramachandran 2002) and 
there were 42 nehvorks on air within India as at August 2002. The Indian government 
classifies the country's telecom market into "metro" and "A", "B" and "C" circles or 
Pereira (2002) reported that on the 13th of May 2002, the capital city of New Delhi 
was introduced to traffic police SMS. The service was aimed at providing aid in 
answering the average queries of a motorist as well as to help those traffic police 
operating in the field. Commuters can get infonnation on traffic blockages and 
diversions while investigative joumalists can acquire infonnation on accidents or 
prosecutions immediately through this service. A owner of a vehicle being towed 
away is immediately notified. News sites in India such as Mid-day and India Timcs 
have expanded their SMS alert options. Major portals such as Yahoo and Rediff have 
launched SMS services for instant messaging via gateways on their websites (Pereira 
2002). In the southem state of Kerala, fishcnnen use their mobilcs to send SMS to 
their partners on the shore about their catch, so that price can be fixed and faster 
transactions can be made. For many families living apart in the large geographic 
region, SMS is a lifeline to keep in touch (fhomas 2002). From the corporate point of 
view, at least in the metro cities, SMS is becoming vital for communications amongst 
traffic congestions and travelling (Dcy 2001). 
The southern Indian city of Chennai outstripped all the other metropolitan cities in 
SMS usage with 80% of the mobile owners sending SMSs (Times 2002). In an 
interesting IDC survey, women were found to be SMSing more than their male 
counterparts - averaging to 4.2 messages per day within the same period, in Chennai, 
which reported maximum SMS usage (Times 2002). Interestingly, human rights 
activists in India have condemned the diffusion of SMS especially among the youth as 
a cause of breaking up relationships (Mobile Youth 2002), For example, a typical 
'U4Me' message was cited to have sparked marital discord ending in a divorce. 
However, the growth in SMS usc continues with operators clocking a staggering nine 
million short messages in one single festival day, in the capital city of New Delbi 
alone (W2F 2002). 
Many celebrities now provide mobile numbers to fans as they feel that SMSs do not 
intrude their privacy (Thomas 2002). However, this view is contradicted by the elder 
generation to a certain extent (sec next section). A vital aspect behind the success of 
SMS is that the costs range from Rupees 2 (or usn 0.042) in some circles to 50 paise 
(USO 0,010) or free in others. The income from SMS is currently 10% of tlle total 
revenue for many network. providers (Thomas 2002). The affordability and the trendy, 
cool aura that it provides to the youth seem to be the key factor in SMS success in 
India. 
Discussion 
SMS is a technology that was available but ignored by nearly everyone, with people 
predicting that this hard to use service would never take off. However, within the span 
of a few years and with hardly any or no promotions by network operators, SMS has 
evolved into a popular concept and a key revenue generator. From this research some 
key factors emerge which account for the SMS success story. 
The take up of the innovation or novel concept by the younger generation 
• The short lime frame taken for the diffusion 
• Growth of mobile subscriptions and diffusion within societies 
7.ones, based on subscriber potential (CellularOnline 2002), Figures from the Cellular 
Operators Association of India or COAl showed that the industry had 5,725 million 
subscribers, up from 3.27 million at the end of January 2001 and 5.48 million 
subscribers at the end of year 2001.The data showed that the industry added 246,281 
users in January 2002 alone, led by the four main city markets of Mumbai, New 
Ocl11i, Chennai and Calcutta, which together added 93,070 customers. In 2002, the 
subscriber base in "C" circles leapt to 99% while in the lucrative "metro" market, it 
grew 81%. In the same year, the subscriber base in "A" circles grew 87% while the 
"B" circle grew nearly 49%. At the end of January 2002, metro circles had 2.25 
million subscribers, "A" circles 1.96 million, "B" circles 1.3 million and "e" circles 
200,656(Ccllul..-Online 2002). 
The table below shows the spread of mobile subscriptions spread among the 
respective circles as at March 2003 (COAl 2003). Overall Indian mobile subscribers 
jumped to more than 12 million in first quarter 0[2003. 
Table 4: 
Spread a/mobile subscriptiol/s between lIetworks- dIvided by circles 
k 011 March 2003 
Some of the major nctwork providers include AirccJ, Bharti, BPL, Escotel, Idea, 
Reliance and Spice. According to the COAl bulletin (2002) the cellular subscriptions 
had overtaken fixed lines during the first quarter of 2002 with 960,000 new mobile 
subscriptions as against 300,000 fixed line SUbscriptions. This is due to the unique 
nature of multiple network operators licensed within each circle, co-operation and 
competition -leading to co-opetition (Xu et ai. 2003), which is the way SMS operates 
within India. The term co-opetition describes competing businesses cooperating to 
create and enlarge the market rather than competing to divide (Brandenburger and 
Nalebuff 1996), The success ofSMS in India is largely attributed to this factor. 
Mobile Youth (2002) claimed that SMS is creating a revolution in India with an 
estimated 60 messages sent per phone per day, from India's 8 million mobile phone 
o\ .... ners in early 2002. On special days such as national festivals, SMS traffic increases 
to clog most networks. As SMS is the most economical, convenient and instant mode 
of communication (Chatterjee 2002), its use was reported to be four times greater than 
normal as pcople sent festival greetings 011 Diwali. There seems to be 500% jump 
over nonnal usage during this major festival season equivalent to New Year's Eve 
(MobileYouth 2002). 
In a joint initiative Ericsson Mobile and Bharti - the network provider who holds 
major market share within India - worked together to develop an SMS based service 
for school children (Ericsson 2001). Four to five million school children obtained 
their test results by sending their identification numbers and receiving their results in 
SMS form. Not only did they receive their overall percentage, but also their individual 
subject marks. Following this project Bharti's (who has 25% market share) SMS 
traffic grew more than 100% (Ericsson 2001). 
SMS is touted as the triumph of the young consumer. In all three economics included 
in this research, there seems to be high uptake of SMS usage among the youth 
population. Every young generation needs its own language to communicate and SMS 
or texts messaging seems to be thc language of the current gcneration. Abbreviations 
such a 'c U L8er' and 'gr8 fn' have sprung up for timesaving as well as coolness and 
the use of emoticons ['©'] has reduced Ule abrupmcss of the medhun and also helped 
to indicate the mood of the person in a way that would normally be difficult with just 
text. For young people, SMS seems to be providing the right distance for peer 
communication, especially in situations where they do not want to confront. Ho\\,cvcr, 
the elder generation is viewing this intrusive technology with certain level of 
scepticism and a sense of helplessness. SMS is often viewed as an intruder into 
personal conversations, meetings and social situations (as against the celebrity view 
that SMSs are non-intrusive). TIle elderly believe that it is affecting the behaviour 
patterns and manners (or loss thereof) of youth (Thomas 2002). 
The time scale in which SMS has become popular has been amazingly short. For the 
youth, who made it popular, peer pressure is high to try and accept any new 
technology. Therefore, from a technology which only invoked passive reaction from 
network providers to marketers, SMS grew into popularity within approximatcly 6-8 
months. Marketers are beginning to usc SMS as a strategy for advertising, while 
network providers are beginning to provide premium bundled packages for SMS. 
Marketers, especially in metropolitan cities with high density of youth, are taking the 
diffusion of this concept to their advantage. Many youth brands such as Coke, Pepsi 
and Nike etc have been running SMS promotions to hook-up their target youth 
audiences. 
As far as the cost of SMS is concemed, in the economies studied, it has remained low 
except for Gennany. Interestingly, this does not seem to affect SMS traffic. Initially, 
the nehvork providers ignored or perhaps charged a marginal rate for SMS - as a 
'dismissed' and unlikely service. With the increase in SMS popularity, premium 
packages arc beginning to emerge for SMS. MMS is certainly targeting this market by 
offering multimedia capacity but at a significant premium. 
From the GSM subscription point of view, both Australia and Gennany have almost 
reached saturation. In India, the spread of mobile phones will take longer to reach the 
same scale of mass penetration due to the relative lack of financially affluent people 
within the high population volume (approx 1.2 billion). There are still very great 
disparities behvecn social groups within India based on a number of factors including 
income, education, location or class. The high uptake of mobile phones is still 
concentrated in the 'metro' circles or cities (such as Mumbai or Delhi) with a high 
density of youth with steady or extra income; and, business consumers who need the 
mobile phone as an accessory, a status symbol or a necessity. For example, it is 
evident that a mobile phone is a social necessity for the youth in Mumbai who believe 
in non-stop communication and a 24-hour life style. On the other hand, for a highly 
pressured businessman in the same environment, sometimes it is a crucial, though 
disliked necessity, while travelling through a congested city such as Delhi. For 
professionals within the population, mobiles are seen as status symbols as well as a 
necessity. The mobile infrastructure, with co-opetition among the average 4 nehvork 
providers per state, seem to work well, except for the disturbed state of Jammu and 
Kashmir. 
Interestingly, mobile subscriptions seem to have overtaken landlines in all economics. 
This may be due to pricing policy as well as the convenience and availability mobile 
communication has to offer. There is no ongoing cost or minimum subscription 
cbarges with 'prepaid' packages. This is extremely attractive to the youth population 
(and their parents) in all the economics. 
Conclusions and Future Framework 
As we have seen from this preliminary research, the development of mobile 
communications and services, such as SMS, is very similar in developed countries 
such as Australia and Gennany. In a developing countly such as India, there is slower 
development mainly due to the uneven spread of financially affiuent population and 
disparities within the high population volume. However, mobile penetration in total is 
still positive and relatively well established with ongoing co--opetition boosting SMS 
volumes between network providers. 
For future development we will need to establish the dominant use of mobile phones. 
There is an apparent trend away from the mobile as a talking device to a more 
complex, all pUIJlose communication and navigation device. A 2001 study from the 
Gcnnan ScvenOne Media Group has shown that only 4.7% of people expect their 
mobile solely to be used for making phone calls but the majority want to usc it for 
email (14.4%), navigation (10.4%), making appointments (10.1%), surfing the 
internet (9.4%), monitoring health (7.6%) and listening to the radio (7.5%). 
We are continuing to look at the use of SMS in a wider context. With MMS and 
camera phones becoming available, we are looking at the integration of multi media 
in the mobile world. As for navigation, we arc currently exploring the use and 
possibilities of SMS as a way to transmit commands to show directions or 
alternatively in a location based service type environment, using SMS as a pure 
source of local information. In addition to technical issues, we will be looking into 
possible SMS and MMS marketing strategies and business models. There arc 
interesting issues with regards to optimal pricing ratios for SMS in comparison to 
voice tariffs, the possible transition from SMS to MMS and coexistence of GSM and 
30 (UTMS) Networks, and, the best revenue sharing model between content 
providers of SMSfMMS and network operators. 
Last but not least, we arc interested in the impact this mobile tcchnology has on the 
social fabric, which is imminent from this preliminary research. The looming 
generation gap that is evident in all economies is an interesting start off point to study 
changing behavioural patters within the societies concerned. It is in our interest to 
dwell deeper into possible social and cultural issues that may have significant impact 
on these economies. We aim to closely examine the influence of SMS technology on 
people, their day-to-day life, and the way they interact. 
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